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The gripping stories in this anthology – some true and some fictional – make for fascinating
reading, more so for persons with disabilities and their loved ones. If society has not learnt to
embrace persons who suffer from a condition that is no fault of theirs, this book should nudge
anyone with a conscience in that direction. Reading about personal journeys, it is not difficult to
empathise. Medical science has not progressed to a stage where the ailment can be completely
rooted out but with medicines and proper care, it is possible to lead a normal life. That’s a point
that every story here makes with clarity and simplicity – and so do the poems, with wit and
brevity.The book explores every dimension of the psychological spectrum: disbelief, denial,
secretiveness, alienation, bafflement at society’s callous rejections, depression, hope, guts, grit
and finally, the happiness at finding a mental equilibrium and the satisfaction of helping others in
similar plights. There is romance as well as sexual exploitation, marital discord as well as
parents’ silent suffering and eventually the resilience of the human spirit.



ToEvery Person With Epilepsy (PWE) who has risen after each fall, to every caregiver who has
helped take care of their loved one after each injury and to each good human being who helped
an unknown stranger suffering an epileptic seizure and offered their unconditional help…this
book is humbly dedicated to you.Thank you for making us believe that humanity still exists. We
live in the hope that one day a cure for epilepsy will be found.Till then, we epilepsy warriors will
keep flying like free butterflies towards purple clouds, breaking barriers, elevating each other…
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199FOREWORDEpilepsy means ‘to seize’ as in ‘being possessed’. The malady is characterised
by ‘spells’ or ‘fits’ and the frequency is extremely variable. These events are manifestations of
abnormal transient discharges within the brain. The disorder is common, with almost one in ten
people at risk of a seizure at least once in their lives.Through the ages, people with the disorder
were maligned and persecuted socially and politically, an attitude perhaps encouraged by the
very name, which suggested that ‘episodes’ were due to being seized by spirits, evil,
etc.Acknowledgement of this discrimination has led to efforts towards removing the stigma
attached to people with epilepsy. The myriad myths that surround the illness need to be
debunked and the most important step in this effort would be education of the patient, caregiver
and society in general.Dr Faiz Ahmad is an alumnusof Armed Forces Medical College, Pune
andspecialised inInternal Medicine at MumbaiUniversity. After his super-specialisation in
Neurology atHinduja Hospital, Mumbai, he has been a neurologist with the ArmedForces. At
present, he is Professor in Medicine and Head of the Department of Neurologyat
CommandHospital, Pune.This book is a pioneering attempt to remove the myths about epilepsy
and the struggles of patients in the form of short, captivating and educative stories from Preeti



Singh, a renowned author.It is a privilege being asked to write the Foreword for this book, my
first! Having been involved with the conception and each step of execution, I am witness to the
sweat and long hours spent in the final outcome, of which I am proud.I am sure that this book will
garner critical acclaim as well as achieve the desired result of disseminating information about
epilepsy. I wish Ms Preeti success in this book and in all endeavours to follow.—Dr Faiz Ahmad
Neurologistviii |AUTHOR’S NOTEPenning down another book was not on my agenda, but the
loss of a friend’s son due to Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy (SUDEP) shook me up and
forced me out of my inertia. This book is dedicated to a grieving mother and her late 28-yearold
boy, whom the angels are holding in heaven now.After this incident, it dawned on me that in the
blink of an eye, I too could vanish from the face of this earth, due to lack of awareness among my
family and friends about epilepsy, so I had better not waste a single moment! Despite being a
Person with Epilepsy (PWE) myself, I had not known all the facts about epilepsy for a long time;
there must be countless others who still believe in age-old myths about mirgi (the Hindi word for
epilepsy) and need to be woken up! Digital media does not reach everyone and of course, none
of us are immortal. If writing down our experiences in a book can help someone, sometime come
out of their closets, break myths and be sensitised, they will themselves get motivated to ensure
that they are accepted in society.It is because I was engulfed in this epilepsy condition since
childhood and blessed with the gift of writing that you are holding this book in your hands, my
dear friends.Within these covers are a few gems I have gathered and entwined in a string of
purple hearts to uplift and elevate anyone who needs a bit of a boost. Though this book is mainly
for PWE, anyone facing health disabilities and social discrimination would feel motivated after
going through these pages. My gems are PWE who have been brave enough to come out in the
open and share their life, their struggles, their falls, their victories and offered guidance, so you
would feel: If they can, why can’t I?PWE are often more deeply wounded for life, with
psychological scars, than with physical injuries which are quick to heal. Family rejection, social
isolation, taunts, humiliation—the list is endless and can lead to total loss of self-esteem and
sometimes suicidal tendencies. Yet, some of us carry those scars with sunny smiles and inspire
others to wait for the dawn after the dark night! We hope that when|you put this book down, you
would smile and feel inspired by the victories of our epilepsy warriors! x I have also written a few
fictional inspirationalshort stories to open your eyes about the myths surrounding epilepsy. The
lack of awareness is so deep that this tiny effort made by the few of us carries an ardent hope
that it will bring about a slight shift in the mindset of society. Talented poets have contributed a
few beautiful poems to this potpourri of awakening you are about to read.As each PWE case is
different, and there may be countless afflicted persons out there, much worse than one can
fathom, each patient is best left in the care of their neurologist and the family. The main goal of
this book is to help PWE emerge from the veils of secrecy under which society has buried them.
Awake. Elevate. Arise. You have one life and it can go anytime! Please live it fully, without fear
and inhibitions.What have I learnt during the writing of this book? Well…I have evolved as a
patient and a human being! I have become more aware about epilepsy, its right terminology and



how to improve my own health by steering clear of myths. I have learnt new facts I was unaware
of by interacting with my few wonderful gems! I also learnt that there are very few genuine
people caring for the needy, voiceless and helpless PWE and working hard for their benefit,
while sadly, some educated elite use epilepsy as a sympathy platform, simply for their own
popularity! But that’s their problem… they will pay with their own karma…I just know I have to
watch mine!I have been brutally honest, blunt and bold | xi about myself in this book! Please feel
free to judge me, as I know you will and have every right to. I have reached a point in life where it
really does not bother me now; by putting together this meaningful anthology, I experienced a
release and cathartic relief. If sharing my pain, struggles and victories can heal and help even
one PWE or their loved ones; this book’s mission is accomplished.If the angels were to come for
me any moment, I know I am ready to fly with them—duty duly done!As you embark on this path
to help yourself or someone you know who has epilepsy, or if you come across a PWE suffering
a seizure anywhere, the book includes a few tips on how to help them. Please show some
kindness, do not turn a blind eye and walk away. Today it’s a stranger; tomorrow it could be you,
as epilepsy can happen to anyone, anytime and anywhere! So be kind, helpful and— most
importantly—humane.Hold my hand as I help you help someone who may need you.xii |
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSTo pay my gratitude to the countless individuals that shaped this book
would be impossible, so I would just like to humbly thank a few, without whom these few pages
would not have been assembled. With folded hands I thank you from the bottom of my heart…for
making this most difficult, yet most needed book possible.My father and daughter: Instead of me
taking care of them, my aged father at 82 and my budding doctor daughter, now 22, have been
handling my epileptic seizures, my absence trances, my lost condition often and of course in
return they had to bear my nagging as well! Being the first readers of this book, they have been
my best critics as well and without them, I would be crippled, physically and emotionally for sure!
Love you both!Bhavya Kaushik: Some friends, over time become more than family because they
understand your every fibre, each joy, every tear and understand before you actually mouth the
words. Though he’s much younger than me, Bhavya has been my professional guide and a
trusted friend who has been a call away to solve all my problems anytime, anywhere! This
lifetime may fall short to thank him for this simple, pure and beautiful friendship where he’s been
tolerating my innumerable questions with patience and wisdom! All I can say to you, Dost, is,
'Hang in there…More to bore you with!'Harleena K Singh: Much gratitude to my elder sister who
was the first to inform my parents, as a toddler herself, when I had my first epileptic seizure.
Since then, till I could manage myself, she took care that I never had a fatal injury. Yeah, now of
course her over-protective care has become dominating as she has taken on the role of my late
mother, but I have to remind her often, am a big girl now, yet the same. I am! 'Sis...from my heart
to yours, gratitude always.'Sizzler Singh: Abused and abandoned, this little|black cocker spaniel
was handed to me three years ago and my life has never been the same again. Being xiv an
epileptic himself, he was apparently hit plenty by his owners who abandoned him in a shelter
from where I adopted him. He was afraid of human touch, scared of being left alone and totally



insecure. Now, after pouring insurmountable love on him, this bundle of joy rules my house and
heart, is over possessive of me and will get annoyed even when I get a phone call as he wants
me all to himself. His unconditional love has healed both of us in many ways! Stay by me, my
baby…I need you!Oswald Pereira: I believe some people surface in your life only when it’s meant
to be, until then they lie dormant. Oswald Sir and myself were Facebook friends for a long time
but never really interacted. But ever since this book journey began, I found a wonderful friend in
him. A warm, positive friend who has been a mentor, guide and spiritual anchor. It’s always good
to speak to someone who has seen life, been there done that; to seek their advice. And trust me,
I need loads of that, all the time, having a lack of it 24x7. Need your blessings always, Sir.Ravina
Sandhu Prashar: I would call Ravina my soul sister who has been sent by the Almighty in my life
at this juncture of my life, due to her own circumstances too and finally to make this book happen
as the cosmos perfectly planned it. Being a street smart, wise, intelligent young mother, she’s a
neighbour who holds my hand during my low moments and lifts me up to fight daily battles of | xv
life. She’s been the younger sister I always wanted to have and the day doesn’t pass till we
typically gossip! Women, after all! Be My Sis…Sweetheart!Household Help: For creativity to
effectively flow, one needs peace of mind and complete focus and without my household help
this would not have been possible. I cannot name a few here as they are never consistent, but
wherever they are in their respective jobs, I remain grateful to them for handling my home and
hearth while I compiled this anthology. I pray to the Almighty their kitchens are forever running
and they remain disease free, wherever they may be.Prateek Sharma: During my quest of
finding a publisher for this most important book of my life, I was groping in the dark, because a
genre like epilepsy would not be easily accepted and published just by anyone due to the stigma
it carries. Prateek Sharma, once my client and now a budding publisher himself, helped and
guided me with utmost patience. Heartfelt gratitude, young man.Col Harroop Inder Singh Brar:
My memory fails me but I was told that as I toddler, I used to play a lot with him, our fathers being
together in the Army. Reconnected years later thanks to Facebook, Col|Brar has been a pillar of
strength in helping me fight life’s daily battles, guiding me with his wisdom and xvi always being
there to help me solve my problems. Bhai…thank you from your little lost sister.Epilepsy Warriors
and Contributors: A heartfelt ‘Thank you’ to the brave epilepsy warriors who have opened their
hearts out and shared their stories with the world with the sole cause of helping others come out
of their shells. My gratitude to the talented poets who contributed their heart-rending poems to
make this book complete. A few close friends who have helped me in life’s journey somewhere…
sometime, have lent their names as characters of the fictional stories in this book. Together, it is
our humble attempt to remove the stigma of epilepsy from society. My humble gratitude to all of
you.Joyleen K Singh: Often the younger generation teaches you so much more than you can
learn from your own peers. My niece Joyleen, a topper dentist has been a guiding light in my life,
awakened me to many little things of life which I was unaware of. From handling a sanitised
home during Covid times when I was a bit unwell, to imparting her wisdom of how to handle
certain issues of today’s world, she has enlightened me in so many matters. Yeah, the first



bundle of joy in our family, now a fine young lady guiding all of us, is quite delightful. Keep
teaching me, little girl.TV, mobile, laptop, objects: They say that | xvii inanimate objects have no
feelings but I strongly disagree. None of my books would have been possible without the
unspoken help of my television, mobile, laptop, Kindle, specs, water bottle next to my bed and
the diary which keeps my memory intact! These so-called inanimate objects have been my silent
companions in moments when no one was there to fill up the vacuum in my solitary moments. I
know, like my fairies and elves, you all will always remain with me and are immortal. Holding you
close gratefully.Vitasta Team: We all see dreams but they can only be fulfilled if someone holds
your hand and helps you climb over the mountain and reach the horizon. My heartfelt gratitude to
Renu Kaul Verma for understanding my dire need to spread epilepsy awareness and accepting
my book to awaken the society. The way Manjula Lal refined my scribbled words with finesse is
commendable and I thank her from the bottom of my heart. With his artistic skills, Somesh
Kumar Mishra designed the beautiful cover just as I had visualised it in my mind. Words fall short
to thank the Vitasta Team truly so I will just say: God bless you all.Almighty: Last but not the
least. Thank you, Rabbji,|for keeping me hale and hearty, keeping my limbs, nerves, etc in
working condition to make this book xviii happen. I hope it reaches maximum people and even if
it helps a few in awakening their minds about epilepsy, I would feel blessed.In humble
gratitude….For Zeus, my dogI named him Zeusthe moment I saw him nothing less than the king
of Godshe surpassed Adolphour older German shepherd Zeus, our pup, a Golden Retriever is
sunshineZeus is a thunderbolt of love a lightening of heavy petting he upholds honour and
justice in our mad homeof two strong headed daughters two disobedient dogsand Sofia, the
mostly aloof catZeus is always in the centre of everythingthe fur ball that he was as a pupthe
magnificent golden mane he sports nowhe was barely two when he was struck with seizuresLt
Col Shyam SunderSharma,ShauryaChakra (Retd) Being a decorated war veteran,a nature
andanimal lover, he is a well-travelled bilingualpoet whosepoems havebeen
globallyacclaimedand publishedin manyanthologies,magazines and e-zines.vets give it an
idiotic name idiopathic epilepsyinexplicable diseaseheartbreaking to see him fall and writhepee
all over himselfwhen it strikes himZeus, the onewho loves everyoneis Zen personifieduntil he is
struck by epilepsyas a parenti keep looking out for triggers and feel like an idiotto be able to
pinpoint nothingall Zeus wants is loveall he wants to give is love so whenever the seizures strike
we hold himand tell himthis shall pass you are lovedTRUE LIFE STORIESEpilepsy is a
manifestation of many disorders. The advice in this text is vetted medically but specifics can vary
from patient to patient. PWEs are advised to consult their physicians and follow their
advice.Purple CloudsEpilepsy and PWE (people with epilepsy) still do not find acceptance in our
society. The fact of the matter is that epilepsy can occur due to many reasons and at any time
during life, yet there’s little awareness about it. Having seen the lives of some epileptics from
close quarters, I dedicate this poem to them.Sudden convulsionsCaught unawaresDiphthonged
moansSmacking lipsRolling eyesIncognisant aftermathPaused livingExhausting
brainstormConfused speechWandering stepsDisconcerting sensationsIndescribable anguishDr



SuneetMadanis a softwareexpert, anexcellent mother, an avid traveler, an expressivepainter
anda poet with a unique style of her ownConspiring electrons Recurrent seizuresAssociated
automatisms Visual hallucinations Emotional traumaUntold confusionRuthless labelingAssumed
monstrousness Extensive bullyingConstant rejectionSocial isolationUnimaginable loneliness
Grossly misunderstood Sociocultural discrimination Educated illiterates Harbouring
misconception Abhorring companionship Denying assistanceDaily challengesSUDEP
fearsHeavily druggedStruggling drowsiness Unusual thoughtsImpaired attention|Variable
severity4 Strange triggersOF EPILEPSYBUTTERFLIES Stressful situationsSleep
deprivationFlashing lightsDemoniac darkness Desiring acceptabilityMainstream integration
Empathetic outlookCoequal employmentFinancial stabilityHealth insuranceAspiring
liberationInspiring dreamsInclusive environmentParoxysm discernmentRestorative supervision
Invigorating encouragement Seeking assuranceUnderstanding partner Unassailable
faithUntiring supportUnrestrained careUnstigmatised existence.|5PURPLE CLOUDSDiary of a
Warrior QueenKetaki Chitale Popularly known asthe ‘Epilepsy Warrior Queen’ on most social
media platforms, Ketaki Chitale is a renowned Marathi television actress who spreads epilepsy
awareness through her own YouTube channel.This is my story—the story of a never-ending
battle not only with this disorder, but also with a society which refuses to accept epileptics.When
you Google the meaning of epilepsy, the definition that pops up reads: ‘A disease of the brain
that can cause a person to become unconscious, sometimes with violent movements that he/
she cannot control’.Now let’s dissect this archaic definition. Epilepsy is always called a disease,
no matter which definition you read. A disease is defined as a pathological response to internal
or external factors. But, in the case of epilepsy, I don’t think it is a pathological response to any
factor. Yet, this neurological disorder continues to be called a disease and Persons with Epilepsy
(PWE) continue to be called patients. Hearing you are living with an incurable disease, for more
than two-thirds of your life, is quite a dampener.While growing up, I was told not to eat
anythingwith ajinomoto (MSG) in it, thus eliminating anentire cuisine—what passes for Chinese
food inIndia—or any type of soft drinks, while my peersand siblings could eat and drink any kind
of junkfood. I felt left out. When you are not allowedto ride or drive, at a time when the entire
class isflaunting driver’s licences, you miss out on a riteof passage as a young adult. You are not
allowed togo to discotheques—another rite of passage—notbecause you have strict parents,
but because youhave a disorder which will put you through hell ifyou break even one of its
hundred rules. You feellike the loser of the group. People stop includingyou when it comes to
parties. Slowly, steadily, youare excluded even from an evening walk to thenearby ice-cream
shop for a cone. This is whathappens in the formative years of a PWE.I was diagnosed with
epilepsy at the age of 10.I was told that after completing a three-year courseof medicine, the
disease will go away. For a tenyear-old in the 1990s, that is a lot of informationto digest. If you
are a child pumped up on NancyDrew, Hardy Boys and the Famous Five, you endup being a
wannabe detective and eavesdrop on | 7conversations that adults are having the moment
DIARY OF Ayou hear your name. WARRIOR QUEEN My then young father didn’t know what to



do.The societal conditioning of being the provider, theone who knows the solution to any
problem, theanswers to all the questions, was confused and took to this newly introduced, quite
unexposed world of internet, to research. He read as many medical papers as possible, but
none gave him the answers to his core question of how to raise a child who has epilepsy. My
then young mother tried as much as she could to comfort me but was as clueless as a penguin
trying to fly. No matter how hard and tough she tried to portray herself in front of me, her eyes
betrayed her whenever I screamed during one of my episodes/attacks, as we started referring to
them. My then eight-year-old brother learnt to simply observe his surroundings andsafeguard
himself whenever I got violent. The doctors, just as in the present day, nevertold my parents
about the psychological side-effectsof the anti-epileptic drugs I was put on. And thus,I was
labelled as a drama queen who tried to seekattention. Most of my violent outbursts were facedby
my brother. In those three years, my personalitychanged drastically.That stage over, we go to the
doctor with hopesof a cure. The doctor asks my parents one simplequestion, ‘When was the last
time she had a fit?’Their answer, ‘Last week.’|‘Oho!’ My parents tell him that I never stopped 8
getting fits, I get them once a week on an average. OF EPILEPSYBUTTERFLIES Another big
‘Oho!’ We are promptly advised to getan EEG done. To our relief, the reading is normal. Does
that mean I am free of the dreaded disease? ‘Oh No!’ I’m not.Then, I am taken to a new doctor,
who aftertalking to me and my parents concludes that Idon’t have epilepsy, thanks to the normal
EEG butam experiencing non-epileptic seizures which arepsychologically driven and am
addicted to the pills.What next? I am given proxy pills to fool me intothinking that I am taking the
pills. The result? Oneday later, while we are entertaining guests, I breakmy pattern of 3-5 seizure
cluster by experiencingmore than nine seizures, froth and the wholecharade. Surprise, surprise!
I am not addicted tothe pills.The doctor is changed, and my trust in myparents’ becomes shaky
as they confess that I wasput on proxy pills.Another doctor, another three years of promisewith a
new set of pills along with the side-effectsnot being disclosed, another three years of
mypersonality undergoing changes. I become adepressed, suicidal child. Now my parents,
nonethe-wiser than six years before, are stumped. Howto deal with a teenager who is not only
rebelliousbut also wants to kill herself? And when she is notplanning to die by suicide, she is
harming herselfor her brother. | 9Now, a psychiatrist is introduced in my life.DIARY OF A He in
turn, introduces me to my saviour, my WARRIOR QUEEN psychologist. My psychologist, my
saviour (I know, Iam repeating this) actually did and continues to saveme on multiple occasions.
I am introduced to theconcept of accepting myself, accepting epilepsy. And thus begins a
journey of researching and learning more about this neurological disorder about which I
harboured wrong notions for a long time.The café culture took hold among India’s young. While
my 18-year-old peers were exploring new discotheque and cafes, I went hunting for a new
neurologist. The one thing that was constant in my life.This neurologist changed medicines,
which came along with a new set of side-effects, which yet again—by now you notice a pattern
about these doctors—weren’t revealed to me. By now, figuring out the side-effects of a new drug
had become my personal game. Ten years passed by with no improvement or deterioration



when it came to my seizures or epilepsy in general. The common sideeffects that include low
self-esteem, self-doubt, depression and suicidal thoughts were deep-rooted by then due to
sixteen years of pills and false promises by doctors. Also because of the normal EEGs, my
doctors and I had started believing that I was experiencing non-epileptic seizures.At the same
time, I was learning to accept|epilepsy as a buddy which fought with me at times, 10 a teacher
who taught and continues to teach me OF EPILEPSYBUTTERFLIES a lot. I finally decided to
talk about this situationto my then neurologist, who again told me to get an EEG done, which as
usual I stopped counting after my tenth EEG, so don’t know which one was normal. What the
neurologist said to me after thatstirred an awakening that I never knew existed. Hetold me that I
had deep psychological issues whichmanifested into a seizure and that I should basicallyget
over it.I refused to believe that my psychological issueswere inducing my seizures, and thus, a
search for anew neurologist began. This one advised me to geta 24-hour video EEG done. The
result? Nineteenyears after my first abnormal EEG that determinedthat I had epilepsy, I had my
second ever abnormalEEG. And no, my seizures weren’t a productmanufactured by
psychological issues, but becausemy right frontal lobe as well as my right temporallobe are
affected.
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Kaif Raza, “Every epilepsy patient must read it.. This book gives you a look of the sufferings of
an epileptic person or a PWE (person with epilepsy). It describes the effects nd side effects of
AEDs (anti epileptic drugs). It shows how their life is affected by these AEDs. There are accounts
and experiences of many people who suffred from epilepsy and they themselves describe their
lives. Author herself is a PWE so she also describes her childhood...like her problems during
schooling, how she managed to pass in the exams, her lack of focus in the classroom (due to
AEDs) and so on.... Guys don't think much just pick it up! Especially epilepsy patients.Thank
you for reading”
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